ABSTRACT. Let R denote a commutative ring with identity. If there exists a chain PqCP jC...cP" of zz + 1 prime ideals of R, where P X R, but no such chain of zz + 2 prime ideals, then we say that R has dimension n. The power series ring r?[LX]J may have infinite dimension even though R has finite dimension.
Introduction.
We shall write dim R = n to denote that R has dimension n.
Seidenberg, in [6] and [7] , has investigated the theory of dimension in rings of polynomials.
In particular, he has shown in [61 that if dim R = n, then n + 1 < dim R [X] < 2n + 1, where X is an indeterminate over R. One might now ask whether it is also true that n + 1 < dim R [[Xll < 2n + (ii) t.<pk¿.
(iii) fc. e As._, for 0< / < t.. We already have that t. < pk., so (ii) is also satisfied. To see that (iii) holds, suppose that 0 < 8 < t.. By assumption, we have that &seAS|._i. Also, ys = £._" a" ríf_y e ASi_i, since j<8<t.<k2 implies that cZj, . e As ._ ]. Consequently, ¿fg = b% + y g e As ._ ¡ and our proof is complete.
We now state our main result. Thus we see that (1) implies ( (
We show that both these questions can be answered affirmatively if dimR = 0.
Theorem 2. Let R be a commutative ring with identity and suppose that dim R = 0. Then the following statements are equivalent:
Proof.
We have already seen that (3) implies (2) and clearly, 
